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on my 
street
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Writers begin with the known world, with sensory 
experience, with the people and places around them.  
Each writer here reveals a unique point of view about  
West Auckland and beyond, and the streets, both strange 
and familiar, that we navigate every day.

The creative work here – short, controlled pieces of 
nonfiction – is a distillation of experience, brought to life 
on the page in vivid and precise language. I congratulate 
the writers published in this book, and their mentors, 
Rachel O’Connor and Ruby Porter, for their attention to 
detail, and their delight in the power of the word. This 
is what ‘creativity’ means – imagination, investigation, 
insights, and a new way of seeing the possibilities  
around us.

Paula Morris
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Carson Bull

Miha Kovacevic

On Mulvany Crescent, the smell of wet cement fills the air when  
raindrops patter on the ridged concrete. Bushes and trees 
rustle in the winter wind. 

Fences stagger 
between the houses  
on the hillside. 
Parked cars stand dead still along the quiet road, unfazed by 
the drizzle dripping out of the overcast sky. From the distant 
main road the sound of traffic echoes against the ranges. 

A 152 bus waits for no one at the stop. 

It’s narrow, and quiet, and it looks pretty bleak. Dull-coloured houses sit 
behind sad droopy trees that line the footpath. The street is 
narrow and quiet.

but interesting stufF 
does happen.
There’s a creepy square house on the corner, its windows 
lined with yellow tinfoil. An old man lives there, though I’ve 
never seen him, and we speculate about what dark stuff 
he gets up to in there. My mother says he’s not evil, he’s 
just convinced the British Royal family is targeting him with 
lasers. When we first moved in here, we were told that the 
neighbours in the house with the huge stone walls were 
drug lords. My mum swears she saw mothers from the local 
kindergarten stop in there briefly on their way past. The police 
stopped in there one day, instead, and now the drug lord 
tenants have been replaced by young fitness freaks.
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Ana Lafaitele

The lampposts That 
line our street

compete wiTh The 
pohuTukawa Tree To 
see who is TallesT.

I stop at the intersection, facing the brick house that is home.  
The neighbour’s dogs bark suddenly, intensely, and  
a frightened cat scurries away. The paved front  
pathway is blanketed in autumn leaves. Grandma’s  
tacky curtains cover the front windows. I remember  
my mother’s feigned excitement when she opened  
the packet last Christmas.

The familiar scent of Sunday bacon and eggs reaches 
my nostrils, and my mouth waters. Even through the 
closed door I hear my mother’s voice yelling in Samoan, 
‘We’re going to be late for church’ I glance up at Mrs. 
Shannon’s front porch, and her eyes judge me over the 
jagged fence. 
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Wharf Road runs through the entire Peninsula,

from Beach Road  
to taipari, 

But the long walk 
doesn’t Bother me. 
The cracks in the path are perfect for playing my walking 
games, and now and then I catch a whiff of someone’s 
supper. The tar seal road is busy with buses, heat waves 
wobbling off it in the summer. The massive dip in the  
road makes for a fast and breezy bike ride. I hear a few 
dogs, aggressive behind six-foot fences, as I zoom by.  
One big truck is always parked on the roadside. 

It never moves. 

Ezra Feau
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Whenever I look out the front window, the first thing I see are houses 
stacked close to one another. All look vastly similar to each 
other, including my own. Two stories high, wrapped in solid 
brick and plastic cladding. Each with our own tree in front 
of our compact front yards. The road in front is a cul de sac 
that looks like a black loop. The cars travel in one direction, 
safe for the children who play on the road. 

On the corner lies an overgrown bush of large flax and 
chirping birds. A filthy stream reeks of wet grass and damp 
soil, littered with old rusted trolleys and broken furniture.

Outside my street  
is where the cars 
speed, roaring down

the black ashy roads.
Sometimes sirens whine, and I hear the helicopters circling 
the area, propellers chopping the air. In the night, I listen to 
the muffled howls of dogs when they call to each other, or 
the hisses and howls of stray cats 

as they battle in the deep shrubs.  

Jeorja Duffy
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My street
is a rock with 
Many surfaces. 
Some are rough, damaging to the skin should you press  
too hard. Some are soft, inviting you to lie down, like the 
grass banks that line the road. Some are so smooth like  
the frictionless surfaces of the painted fences.

It’s busy on my street, with speeding cars and bright blue buses that 
whiz by every day at three o’clock. 

People are 
always 
shouting. 
The soccer field is packed with players most afternoons. 
From the intermediate school on the other side, kids run out 
the gates when the bell rings, screaming with excitement. 
The only quiet thing is the big green palm tree planted in the 
middle of the roundabout. 

Faith Tan
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Justine Tucker

My street is  
a river that ends  
with a small lake. 

My street is a 
battleground. 

My street is a 

jungle.

This river runs with thick gray tarmac and is inhabited by a 
population of litter and debris. 

Each house is a kingdom.  A peace lies over each one, happy to help 
the other out should need be. 

My street is shy, 
hidden in a corner, forgotten, happily  ignored. The only 
indication of its whereabouts might be a hint of musty 
smoke on the air, billowing from a chimney.  

Each house is guarded by cat, they are in a never ending 
battle for supremacy.

The wildlife is always talking, the trees abundant, arguing 
when the wind sends them crashing into each other.
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My street is very quiet. You never hear anything but the occasional 
car and a chirp or two coming from the native trees. But 
at the end of the road there’s a hill and at the top of the 
hill there’s a creaky old bench. From there you can see 
over the treetops to the sea. There’s a salty taste in the air. 
Every day at 3.50pm on the dot an old man with yellow 
tinted glasses walks past with his Staffy. We have a little 
chat       but he 
      never sits.

  I always remember the sound of footsteps, even my own.

All doors sound the
same when someone

  is knocking on them.
Places are peaceful when they’re sunny but depressing 
if it rains. When it rains I can hear the sound of trees 
shaking and roaring. The one outside my house taps 
wildly on the window with long crooked fingers, trying  
to get my attention. A child might be scared of that. 

A little boy, say ten or so, might think it was a monster.

Te Ariki Maunsell

Edgar Kingi
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My street 
  smells fresh. 

It’s lined with bushes and trees, and lawns like ours with dandelions 
always blowing around on it. Our driveway is rocky. Small 
weeds grow up between the dark stones. Next door my 
neighbours sing loudly through wide open windows, and 
scream and laugh as they play games, and chuck their toys 
over the fence to land in our drive. The bright lights of cars 
speed down the street, engines rumble and roar. At the end 
of the long winding road there’s a gigantic park always filled 
with the laughter and cries of children. 

My shabby house has a deck filled with clothes lines, spilled 
cat food and my sister’s succulents. Fiona’s home, nestled 
next to mine, has a gravel driveway that leads into 

a yard drowning 
in feijoa trees.

In January she lets us pick the feijoas that have fallen. It’s hot and I 
walk down the pathway, swinging a plastic bag. The lane 
is wildly alive, flourishing with pot plants, dogs barking, 
uneven concrete dripping all over the place, grass choking 
on dandelions, and then one tall pole with white words 
fading on the sign. I pass broken trampolines and chanting 
wind chimes and wilder grasses than the ones on the 
land and still more feijoa trees and chickens squawking 
everywhere, and at last there is the big, old-fashioned, 
weary house.

Lincoln Henry

Poppy Hall
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Every couple of weekends, to escape the house and everything  
else going on, my Dad and I used to go for a bike ride. 
Our favourite place was the biking pathway at Corbans 
Arts Centre. My Dad would tie our bikes up to the bike 
rack at the back of the car. We’d grab our helmets and 
water bottles, and talk about how excited we were.  
Even though we were going to the 

same place every 
single time. 

At Corbans the path started with a green-and white-bridge. Cycling 
down the other side of the bridge I could feel the wind in  
my hair, as if I was flying. Sometimes my Dad was in front, 
leading the way, with me following his trail. We rode faster 
and faster along the path, up and down hills, enjoying the 
warmth of the sun on our faces. Half way through we would 
take a quick break for a drink, watching the people around  
us play and run around with their dogs.   

 

Alicia Bellhouse
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My dog’s four feet 
lead My two feet 

along Daytona Road until we reach the park.  It’s a hidden land. The air 
smells fresh, stained now and then by a whiff of petrol from 
the cars whizzing past in the wet.  Soft layers of green moss 
and long faded shards of meadow grass surround the rough 
rotting planks of the wooden bench splotched with peeling 
grey paint. Apollo and his owner are in there as well, but 
they’re afraid of us and they rush straight through. 

Tamati Hohepa

Neil Ave. A path runs around the outside of the park.  It feels like it’s  
always been there but I remember when they made it.  
On the fields the grass is soft and spongy, lined with sand, cut 
short and decorated with white lines and goal posts. 

In suMmer
there’s crIcket. 

Then the bright blue sky and dimpled clouds match the  
clean white of the clubroom walls and the navy roof.  
In winter the grass turns to squidgy brown mud under  
the football and rugby boots. You can hear the chatter  
and cheering of spectators flying in the crisp air. When  
I walk through after dark, the winter sky is midnight blue.  
Behind me I hear runners’ footsteps, and the puff of their dogs 
panting. Sometimes there is drunken yelling, and 

I walk faster. 

Ana Lafaitele
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My mother took me with her to the supermarket, but I snuck out and ran 
across to road to the bakery. When I pushed open the door 
there was a ding of the bell, then steaming heat and the 
amazing smell of baking bread that filled my nose. I could 
hear the faint whir of machinery from the back room where  
I knew all the magic happened. There were so many 
possibilities: golden brown pastries, soft breads, pies, or  
the colourful sweets that lined the glass case. I made my 
decision, and handed over the coins I had scrounged from 
around the house in return for one soft, flaky sausage roll. 

Then I sat down in the bakery and ate it,

destroying the  
evidence as fast  
as i could.

Miha Kovacevic 
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My family were shopping at Westcity Mall. 

Store SignS glistened
under the Sun,

reeling in willing    
     cuStomerS. 

The smell of fatty burgers and freshly baked pizza flooded 
the place. Pop- up shops pestered busy shoppers. Miniature 
helicopters flew through the air, patrolling the area. Children 
tugged their parent’s arms, demanding that they buy it. 

A regular Saturday at the mall. 

We were at the Warehouse, hunting for a plastic container to hold 
my mother’s baking. A hollow voice piped up:  ‘Evacuate 
the building’. My mum dumped her container a top of a 
collection of stuffed toys. We hurried out the exit. Crowds of 
people gushed out the doors, greeted by the strong fumes  
of smoke billowing from the building. Sirens rang out 
through the streets. Fire trucks gathered along the roads, 
trying their best to end the wildfire. Panicked shoppers 
bunched across the road, recording a blazing van sitting 
in the car park. Crowds of people wanted to get a glimpse 
of the roasting van, but yellow tape held back the curious. 
I stood quiet, stunned by the roaring blaze. The dark black 
smoke towered over the building, melting into the sky.  
Metal crackled under the blazing flames. 

Jeorja Duffy
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They swarmed through orchids, gave chase to beloved  
pets and scavenged for food on what was supposed to be 
private property. Children ogled at the turkeys from school 
buses, pointing disbelievingly at the majestic parade.

For almost a week the flock stampeded through Oratia Valley like a  
group of disfigured, lost gypsies. Then they were gone.  
As suddenly as they had appeared, the turkeys of Oratia  
Valley vanished, and it was once again safe to leave your 
home, scratching yourself, dressed in nothing but a socially 
indecent set of pajamas.
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We don’t know where they came from, but suddenly they were there. 
Amongst the semi-rural properties that was Oratia Valley,  
a flock of turkeys had appeared. From out of nowhere, the 
avian fleet swept through the area, terrorising civilians. 

Phone calls zipped through the lines, harassed voices inquiring,

The flock did not seem to mind where they squatted. From 
the concrete-loving ex townspeople to the rich hippies to the 
suspicious characters with even more suspicious gardens, 
nobody was safe from rogue birds on their lawn. 

During this time, walking to your letterbox whilst scratching yourself, 
dressed in nothing but a socially indecent set of pajamas, 
was a safety risk. Getting jump-scared by a dozen living 
Thanksgiving meals was a better way of waking you up than a 
standard cup of caffeine. 

Anyone unaware of the situation would wonder why their 
neighbour’s car was making such awful sounds, only to look 
out the window to see birds marching past the driveway.

Ruth Painter

’are these 
 your turkeys?’
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Other 
people, 
other 
places
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Poppy Hall

The sounds of birds and cicadas and muffled children’s cries form a 
gentle white noise. The breeze drifts to where I am, lying on my 
tummy at the back of the school field by the fence. It is here I 
work myself away to some other dimension. I pluck the dandelions 
that dot the field, snap blades of grass, make daisy chains. 

I roll over onto my back, stare up at the heavens, and frown. The 
shade of cyan doesn’t match the colour of my school uniform. 
Swirls of white cloud like dripping pearls fall from the sky’s 
jewellery box. I look up into the hazy heavens, at the dripping 
soda sun and  the mango flavoured day.

I see how enormous
the world can be. 
At the front of the school field, my classmates are laughing, 
playing soccer. The smell of dried mud and sweat mixes with 
the smell of freshly cut grass. The heat is starting to become 
unbearable. I hate it here sometimes. 

I’m picking the petals of daisies because the quiet sound of 
the grass swishing is a billion times better than dried mud and 
sweat and soccer. Friendship is a flower that doesn’t grow at 
my school. So I roll back onto my tummy and pluck another 
dandelion. 

There’s no breeze. The day has melted into a sweltering mess of heat and 
sticky grass. I watch the orange soda sun drip all over the pearl 
clouds until it’s time to return to class. The burning of my mind 
is as soft and warm as the summer. It hurts to feel. I watch 
my classmates head back into the forest of brightly painted 
playgrounds and concrete buildings and then I stand up and do 
the same. 
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Whananaki. One dairy and a fish-and-chip shop for the entire population. 
On the way up you stick your head out the car window and it 
reeks of fresh mana, and cow manure. The choppy waves toss 
you around, currents and cold water pull at your feet, then the 
hot sand burns them. If you want phone reception you go for a 
walk to the dairy. I pass the Scout Hall where I used to stay, and 
remember the bee sting, an electric fence, the night I got kina 
needles in my feet when we played spotlight on the beach.

 

The most beauTiful  
liTtle Town no one  
knows abouT. 

My one true love. 

He has the bushiest eyebrows I’ve ever seen. They’re as bushy as the plants 
growing outside his house. 

when we walk 
around moTaT 

he Tells me more abouT 
The exhibiTs Than The 
information signs can. 
Although his house smells like cooking it’s mainly full of mechanical 
stuff. If we pass an old car he can tell me immediately what date it 
was made, what type of engine it has and how many times he has 
crashed one like it. 

Joshua Siaki

Ezra Feau 
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My grandfather makes musical instruments out of bits and pieces, 
everyday household items.

At the weekends, he 
And his friends plAy 
them in the park, 

80s songs thAt can 
be heArd A mile AwAy.

They raise money for charity that way. I just follow  
the faint sound of music. Eventually it leads me to him.  
His skin is dark, and his hair is almost gone. His rough hands 
remind me of hard work, and perseverance.
He taught me to work hard now, so we can enjoy the fruits 
of life later on. 

We spent four whole days making the hut, out of wooden planks we 
found behind a house, and tree branches and bamboo.

 we made it big,
so it was A reAl

shelter.You could 
walk Around in it.
But two days later we found a blanket and a pillow  
there, and a suitcase sitting close beside it. Someone  
was living there. 

We ran away, and we never went back.  

Faith Tan

Dayton Henry
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Whenever I see my gran she’s either cleaning or cooking. Every day 
after school, she used to stretch this lovely taffy for me. 
It was chewy and sweet, and then one time I bit into her 
wedding ring. Her favourite shirt is bright pink, and she’s 
always wearing a grin from ear to ear. 

Although she’s getting old, she’s still got a straight back. 

She can talk 
for hourS, 

and She haS no patience
with Stupidity. 
She’s as quick as a whip and she doesn’t take crap from 
anyone. One time I came home with the results of a school 
test. I had failed and I knew she would be mad. Instead of 
yelling at me, though, she took me for a drive. We passed 
some homeless people and she pointed them out to me 
and said, ‘If you don’t get good grades, this will be you’.

Te Ariki Maunsell
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